South West Regional Transfusion Committee (SWRTC)
Action Plan for April 2018 – March 2019

The National Blood Transfusion Committee (NBTC) and the Regional Transfusion Committees (RTCs) of England promote effective, safe and appropriate transfusion, in accordance with Health Service Circular (2007/001) ‘Better Blood Transfusion – Safe and Appropriate Use of Blood’.

They provide a framework to channel information and advice to and from hospitals transfusion committees (HTCS) on good transfusion practice, and to monitor the performance of NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT). The South West RTC (SWRTC) supports the activities of HTCs within the region.

South West Regional Transfusion Committee (SWRTC)

Remit of SWRTC

- To provide timely communication from the NBTC to HTCs and feed back any issues.
- To create a programme of activities in line with the objectives agreed by the NBTC:
  - Educational activities on specific topics/areas of practice
  - Creation of project groups to aid implementation of identified good practice
  - Audit
- To undertake other activities to meet locally agreed requirements.
- To act as a resource for HTCs in trusts with outlying performance in transfusion practice, as identified by the annual SWRTC database report.
- To report on regional transfusion related activity to the NBTC.
- To raise NHSBT performance issues at regional and national level.

Working Arrangements of SWRTC

- The SWRTC is accountable to the NBTC.
- The Chair of the SWRTC is elected by the members of the SWRTC from one of the ‘users of blood’ in the region.
- The Chair holds membership of the NBTC, and will attend the biannual NBTC meetings and RTC chairs meetings on behalf of the SWRTC.
- The term of office for the Chair is a minimum of 2 years, with the option of an additional 3.
- There will be at least 2 meetings of the SWRTC per year.
- SWRTC will maintain communication with Chairs of HTCs.
- Secretariat for the SWRTC will be provided by NHSBT.
- SWRTC will provide minutes of meetings to the NBTC, and produce a written report in advance of each NBTC meeting.

Membership of SWRTC

- RTC Chair (also acting as representative from the NBTC).
- Representatives from all HTCs (including private hospitals) in the South West region.
- NHSBT representatives (Patient Clinical Team Consultant, Customer Services Manager and Patient Blood Management Practitioner).
- Patient representative.
- RTC Administrator.

Format for SWRTC Meetings

- Meetings to take place twice per year, following each of the NBTC meetings.
- Agenda balanced between SWRTC business, hospital input and educational items.
- Agenda and supporting information distributed at least one week in advance (if possible).
- Venue to be central for the majority of hospitals in the region.
- Minutes recorded by the SWRTC Administrator and include an action log.
- Minutes and presentations (where possible) to be posted on the SWRTC website.
- Regular agenda items to include:
  - NBTC Feedback
  - Feedback from SWRTC Subgroups, and the regional Transfusion Laboratory Manager (TLM) / Transfusion Practitioner (TP) meetings
  - SWRTC Budget
  - Trust blood components wastage
  - National Comparative Audit / Regional and local audits
  - NHSBT KPI data
  - NHSBT Strategy (identify regional issues and highlight hospital concerns)

**SWRTC Meetings Planned**
9 May 2018 and 14 November 2018

**South West Regional Transfusion Team (SWRTT)**
The South West Regional Transfusion Team (SWRTT) continues the work of the SWRTC between meetings, and provides ongoing communication to the HTCs.

**Remit of SWRTT**
- SWRTT is the ‘executive working group’ of the SWRTC.
- Ensure SWRTC budget is used appropriately.
- Oversee the work of regional project groups.
- Prepare SWRTC meeting agenda and any other matters concerned with the running of the SWRTC.

**Working Arrangements of SWRTT**
- SWRTT is accountable to the SWRTC.
- Chair is the SWRTC Chair.
- Secretariat for the SWRTT to be provided by the SWRTC Administrator.
- Members of the SWRTT to stand for a period of 3 years, renewable at the discretion of the Chair and the endorsement of the members of the SWRTC.
- SWRTC will reimburse travel expenses of members attending SWRTT meetings.

**Membership of the SWRTT**
- SWRTC Chair.
- Representatives of the regional TLMs and TPs (one from each group).
- Other members of the SWRTC (as required).
- NHSBT representatives.
- SWRTC Administrator.

**Format for SWRTT Meetings**
- Meetings to take place every other month, preferably face to face, or by telecon.
- Agenda to be distributed at least one week in advance.
- Agenda items to be submitted to SWRTC Administrator 2 weeks in advance.
- Regular agenda items are the same as for SWRTC meeting, but also to include: trust/hospital blood component issues.
- Minutes recorded by SWRTC Administrator and include an action list.
- Minutes to be posted on the SWRTC website.
**SWRTC Annual Plan for 2018/19**

**RTC Membership**
- Every NHS HTC Chair (or deputy) to attend at least one SWRTC meeting in 2018/19.
- Any HTC not sending a representative for two consecutive meetings will be contacted to offer any necessary support and encourage attendance.

**Communication with NBTC**
- SWRTC to submit a written report to each NBTC meeting in 2018/19.
- SWRTC Chair to report back on key issues that arise at the NBTC to SWRTC and SWRTT meetings or via email (or letter) at other times.

**Distribute communication from other organisations**
- Circulate monthly highlight report to HTTs.
- Circulate NHSBT reports to regional HTTs as required.

**HTC input at RTCs**
- HTC Chairs to be invited to submit items for the RTC meeting agenda in advance.
- HTCs to be invited to share examples of good practice, audits and points for discussion at SWRTC meetings, to be submitted for agenda in advance.
- SWRTT to review the proposed items and select those for the SWRTC agenda.

**RTC Budget**
- NHSBT PBMPs to be budget signatories.
- SWRTC budget to be a standing agenda item of SWRTC and SWRTT.
- SWRTT to plan activities that use the budget appropriately.
- Support for SWRTC events may be sought from commercial sponsors, providing policy is followed.
- RTC Budget to be used to help fund:
  - the 2 SWRTC meetings and any educational symposiums as agreed by SWRTT and SWRTC subgroups.
  - SW TP group meetings.
  - travel expenses for committee members attending RTT and RTC subgroups.
  - assistance with requests for financial support from SWRTC members, in accordance with the SWRTC rules and guidance on funding for educational events.
  - other items as agreed by SWRTT.

**Patient Involvement**
- Patient representative (Pt. rep.) to be invited to all SWRTC meetings.
- Pt. rep/patient involvement to be considered for every educational event and any new SWRTC Subgroups formed.

**Working Groups (subgroups)**
- Current working groups established by the SWRTT are:
  - South West Transfusion Practitioner group
  - South West Patient Blood Management Group (formerly SW Blood Conservation Group): this is now part of the SWRTC.
- Working groups to have an annual plan, to be reviewed by the SWRTT.
- Working groups to have at least one member from the SWRTT.
- Working groups to provide a verbal/written report to each SWRTC.
- Details of working groups to be posted on the SWRTC website.
- The Chair of each group is responsible for the venue, agenda and minutes of the group meetings (with assistance from the SWRTC Administrator).
- Minutes of working group meetings to be posted on SWRTC website.
Audits and Surveys

- SWRTT will support and promote participation in National Comparative Audit:
  - distribute a historical (5 year) list of regional participation in all NCA
  - identify non-participation and reasons for this
- SWRTT will review national and regional audit recommendations, present results at RTC and help support hospitals to develop/implement action plans.
- Regional audit and survey activity will be directed through the SWRTT, SWRTC Subgroups, and the TLM and TP groups where appropriate.
- SWRTT will undertake at least one regional survey/audit per year on a topic of importance to the regional transfusion community:

Benchmarking practice and blood component issues

- SWRTT will conduct an annual database survey of hospital transfusion practice on behalf of the SWRTC to offer hospitals a benchmark against Patient Blood Management recommendations and regional practice, using the SNAP survey tool.
- SWRTC/SWRTT will use this information to identify outlying performance in practice, and provide assistance to develop action plans if required; this will include annual figures for issues of group O D negative red cells as a percentage of total red cell against the NBTC benchmark.
- SWRTT will provide comparative blood component issues data for all HTC meetings.
- SWRTT will provide Trust vs. Region vs. National comparative wastage statistics for red cells and platelets, and the financial cost of Trust wastage, for all HTC meetings.
- Emphasis will be placed on the appropriate use of blood components, especially platelets, and the avoidance of unnecessary use and use of alternatives where possible.
- SWRTT will promote appropriate use of CMV negative screened red cells and platelets, through analysis of issues data and identification of financial savings.
- Promote participation in Blood Stocks Management Scheme (BSMS) and Vanesa.

Other specific actions:

- Arrange/support regional educational events for clinical and/or laboratory staff which include:
  - study day for transfusion laboratory staff;
  - study day for all staff involved in the assessment and management of patients undergoing surgery;
  - other events as identified to meet regional needs.
- Maintain a register of SWRTC study events.
- Promote and implement NBTC Patient Blood Management (PBM) recommendations in the region, and present at RTC meetings:
  - Maintain the ‘notice board’ document of regional achievements and resources re: implementation of PBM
- Support the SW PBM group to maintain a SW intra-operative cell salvage database and to develop an algorithm for the use of tranexamic acid.
- Develop regional knowledge based training package for update training (TP group)
- Work with TLMs/lab. staff to identify ways of supporting, monitoring and auditing single unit transfusion practice
- Undertake survey of O negative wastage
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